Most Secure and Cost Efficient Way to Mask Aadhaar

ABOUT IN-D.ai Aadhaar Data Masking:
IN-D.ai provides cognitive solutions to understand documents and images and synthesize the data extracted from them. This solution is for auto-redaction of Aadhaar Numbers and QR codes from stored images, documents, and tables for Banks, Insurers, Telecom Companies, E-Commerce ventures, Gig economy and more.

WHAT WE OFFER
Whether it is archives of Aadhar cards or ongoing onboarding process requiring Aadhaar, not masking the Aadhaar card is not only in the breach of rules but also creates a financial and reputational risk.
In case your archives have all ID cards together and Aadhar is not segregated, IN-D’s AI model will identify the Aadhaar for redaction and separate the rest.
With IN-D Aadhaar Data Masking, you can:
- Upload individual Aadhar for online processing or in bulk for cleaning your archives
- Process across formats – PDF, JPEGs, PNG, TIFF
- Save in your chosen storage option

As a ISO27001:2013 certified organization for information security that works with global financial institutions, IN-D.ai ensures your peace of mind with safe, secure and automated digital onboarding.

See what customers are saying:
“Our bank has seen tremendous value in the robustness of IN-D.ai’s solution, especially its solution for auto-redaction of Aadhaar numbers from Aadhaar images, for over 4 million legacy records of our bank’s customers and those million new images every year. IN-D.ai has reduced our Aadhaar-specific compliance costs by 48%, without any lapses in reliability.”
– IT Head, A Small Finance Bank in Mumbai

IN-D.ai | www.in-d.ai | rahul.chandra@in-d.ai | (+91) 9025629794
Why Microsoft Azure?

**Be future-ready**
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your development today, and your product visions for tomorrow. With 1,000+ new capabilities in the past year, you can build on the latest advancements in AI, blockchain, Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you ahead of the curve.

Our enterprise grade analytics solution outperforms the competition, costs less, and is fully compatible with your existing development, BI, and data-science tools.

**Operate hybrid seamlessly**
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you where you are. Integrate and manage your environments with tools and services designed for hybrid cloud.

Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies across your different environments with a single-identity platform trusted by 90% of enterprises globally.

**Build on your terms**
You have choices. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks, build and deploy how you want to. Take advantage of the full-featured, integrated development environments with built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.

We embrace open source, drive innovation through collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

**Trust your cloud**
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises, governments, and startups.

With a $1B+ investment in security R&D and 3,500 cybersecurity experts, security is foundational for Azure.